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Abstract; We present a Monte Carlo program for generating QCD cascades, based

on the colour dipole approximation. In this formulation the gluons are

radiated from dipoles that are stretched from one colour charge to the

corresponding anti-charge. The subsequent emission of gluons thus corresponds

to the dipoles being split into smaller and smaller dipoles. This formulation

automatically takes into account the angular ordering and the ordering in

transverse momenta, and it also gives some nontrivial azimuthal effects.
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I. Introduction.

The perturbative QCD cascade can be formulated in two complementary ways*

either in terms of quarks and gluons or in terms of colour dipoles (colour

antennae) [l]. When constructing a Monte Carlo program the latter formulation

is more convenient» since the dipoles radiate independently of each other. It

was shown in ref [2] that when a gluon is emitted from one dipole (e.g. from a

quark-ant iquark pair in an e e annihilation) the subsequent emission of soft

gluons is given by two independent dipoles, one stretched from the quark to

the gluon and the other from the gluon to the antiquark. There is also a

correction term with the relative magnitude 1/N^ corresponding to radiation

between the quark and the antiquark, which is neglected here. He generalize

this result so that the emission of one more gluon is given by three

independent dipoles, etc. In this way the angular ordering and the ordering in

transverse moment [3] are automatically taken into account. These dipoles then

fora links in a chain, such that one gluon connects two dipoles and one dipole

connects two gluons. The gluons are ordered in the dipole chain according to

their colour, see fig. 1. This is in close correspondence with the Lund string

model [4], where gluons act as transverse excitations (kinks) on a stringlixe

field. The breaking of a dipole into two dipoles thus corresponds to one more

kink on the string.

It has been suggested that the confined colour field behaves like a vortex

line, similar to the magnetic field in a type II superconductor [5]. The field

of such a vortex line is the same as the field of a chain of dipoles lined up

along the vortex [l]. If we believe in this picture, then the colour dipole

approximation of QCD cascades would be a NnaturalN formulation.

We here present a Monte Carlo program that generates a QCD cascade according

to the colour dipole approximation. In ref [6] we have compared our results

with experimental data on e e annihilation, and the agreement is found to be

very good. At higher energies we see some differences as compared to other

parton cascades, so it is left for future experiments to discriminate between

the models. When the perturbative cascade has been generated, it may be

fragmented with the Lund Monte Carlo for jet fragmentation, JETSET 6.3 [7].

The program is written in Fottran 77. Requests for the program, as well as

questions and comments, can be sent to BITNET/EARN address THEP8SELDC51
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XI. Gluon emission.

We will come accoss three different types of dipoles, namely the dipoles

stretched between a quark and a antiquark (or diquark), between a quark and a

gluon, and between two gluons. To obtain the differential cross sections for

gluon emission from the dipoles, we calculate the Feynman graphs in fig. 2.

(From these graphs we only obtain the shape of the event and not the

orientation, i.e. we do not know how the partons recoil. We return to this

problem in section III.) Since the final state gluons are on-shell the

polarization sum I°B must fulfil the condition kaII
aB = 0, where k is the gluon

momentum. With the choice

i]0B = _goB + (p&kB + k
apB)/(pk) - p*kak6/(pk)1

we also have pan
a" = 0, where p=k^+kj+k3 is the total momentum of the

subsystem. If the subsystem is transformed to its rest frame then

p-(/p^;0,0,0) and

* / 1 ( i,j = x,y,z )

The cross section for gluon emission from a qq-dipole may be calculated from

Y* + qqg (fig. 2a) and the result is well known:

1 do 2as x* + Xj
=5 dx dx

Here x, (x,) is the usual energy fraction x=2E//s for the quark (antiquark)

and 0 < x < 1.

Next we consider gluon emission from the dipole between a quark (antiquark)

and a gluon. In this case there are two gluons in the final state, and we want

to order them in the dipole chain according to their colour. Thus if a qg~

dipole is split as in fig. 3, we define the rg gluon to be the one emitted and

call it parton number 2. Then the string is drawn from the quark to the rg

gluon to the gb gluon. However, if the gluons have identical colours the

ordering is ambiguos. This leads to an interference term in the cross section.

To see this we write the matrix element for radiation from a qg-dipole (q* •

qgg, fig 2b) as
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M = To/>1 + fabcT08M2 = A < V " V + iBM2

where A = Ta^T^g and B = TQY^YB*
 W e l a b e l th* partons so that the quark has

colour B, gluon number 1 has colour b and gluon number 2 has colour c. We see

that the factor A corresponds to the gluon with colour c being connected

directly to the -juark whereas the factor B corresponds to the gluon with

colour b being attached to the quark. The ambiguity in the ordering (when the

gluons have the same colour) arises froa the interference term between A and

B. This is of the order 1/N1 and is neglected in our treatment. (For a further

discussion on these issues, see ref [8].) Thus we let H • A(M1-iM2). and a

straightforward calculation then gives:

| H | 2 ^ 2(l-x2,

| ^ ^
q 9 <l-x )(l-x ) x (1-x ) <l-x )(x +x ) 2 <l-x )

1 3 1 3 3 1 2 1 ( 2 )

where only singular terms have been kept.

He note that this distribution reproduces the Altarelli-Parisi splitting

functions in the limit where p -» 0, i.e. when one of the partons retains its

initial energy:

x3 * 1, x2 = z : (l-x3)|Mqg|
2 • 2[ i=i * j ^ + 2(1-3)]

corresponding to emission frcm the gluon( and:

z : (l^llM^I2 * 2 Y * ! = i (It

corresponding to emission from the quark.

Finally we consider gluon emission from a gg-dipole (fig. 2c). Here there are

three different colour factors involved, i.e. there are three ways to connect

the colour charges. We have:

H = f . f .G, = 2(B-A)G,
1 abe ecd 1 1

M, - f .f . G, - 2(C-A)G,
2 aed ebc 2 2

M = f f J G , + f f ^ G + £ J f ^ G = -
3 abe cde 3 ace bde 4 ade cbe 5

+ 2(C-A)G5
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] • TrtTaTbTCTd]

B = Tr[TCTdTbT*] t Tr[TaTbTdT°]

C = TICTVTV] + TrhViV]

Since we define gluon number 2 (with colour c) to be the one emitted, i.e. we

want to draw the string from 1 via 2 to 3, we keep only terms proportional to

the colour factor A. Thus

Hl * -2AG1 ; M2 • -2AG2 ;

and from the diagrams in fig. 2c we then obtain

i i

l"ggl * 2<1-X2» 11 + "2 +

4x
3 ' (3)

This distribution also reproduces the Altarelli-Parisi function Cor large

or x3:

: (l-x)|Mqg|
2 + 2[ i!5 • jij + z(l-z)]x • 1, x2 z : (lx)|Mqg

As was pointed out in ref [l], the emission of soft gluons is independent of

the spin of the colour charges at the ends of the dipole. If x1=l-€i, X3=l-t3

and X2=£l+£3 (where £i and £3 are small) then (nelecting also terms like

2 2 2 2(1 - £]L- £3> 2(l-x2)

lMqql ' lMqgl ' lMggl " e ^ * (l-x^fl-X

However, we must be careful to avoid double counting. Consider the system of

two dipoles (rr and bb) shown in fig. 3. Here both dipoles contribute when the

gluon with colour rb is split into a rg gluon with momentum fraction z and a

gb gluon with momentum fraction \~z. The Altarelli-Parisi splitting function P

- (l-z)/z + z/(l-z) + z(l-z) shall correspond to the sum of the contributions

from the two dipoles, in such a way that small values of z and 1-z corresponds

to dominant emission from the rr and bb dipole respectively. To achieve this

we subtract the pole at z=0 from the bb dipole and the pole at z=l from the rr
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dipole.

2(l-e -E ) 1 "i + *3

where e^=l-x^ and Ej=l-X3 are snail quantities.

Similarly for the gg-dipole:

(4b)

He see that a gluon corresponds to a term x and a quark (antiquark)

corresponds to a term x .

The sum of the contributions from two adjacent dipoles will now reproduce the

Altarelli-Parisi splitting function for the gluon joining these dipoles. Thus

if we let x3 -» 1 and put z = l-xx in eq. (4a) or (4b) then |M|2 -

[l+(l-z) J/z. Together with the corresponding term from the other dipole

(obtained by z • 1-z) we get-;

So. finally, we use:

qq • qqg

1 do 20s Xj • x'

0 dx,dx, 31 (l-x1)(l-x3)

1 do 30 x? • xl

1 do 3o x + x

99 * 999 = 3r-rr 41

which give the correct singularity structure and the correct Altarelli-Parisi

limit.
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III. Description of the progra».

Starting with the initial configuration, the program chooses the largest

dipole (i.e. the one with the largest invariant mass). This dipole is then

boosted to its center of mass systemr where a gluon is emitted. Since we want

to generate the hardest gluon first (i.e. the one with the largest P_), we

multiply the cross sections (5) with a Sudakov factor.

The Sudakov factor works as follows. All the distributions (S) behave

approximately like l/(l-x^)(I.-X3) and we can always choose a coordinate system

such that

•d-x1)(l-x3)

» • 2 l n (1=5,-,

where /s is the mass of the dipole and y is the rapidity.
*

The cross sections, f(p£,y) are thus essentially functions only of p| with the

rapidity occuring only in the numerator. If we integrate over the rapidity

P.

the Sudakov distribution will be the normalized function:

p

2 2 I r** 2 2
P(P-,) = f(PT) exp - J f(p ) dp

The rapidity dependence is then corrected for afterwards. Since this function

is free of singularities, we do not have to introduce a cut-off in p£ (except

that p must be larger than A___ when using the default expression of a , see
T UCD S

below).

A non-trivial problem is how to give recoils to the colour charges at the ends

of the dipole. The distributions (5) only determine the shape of the three-

parton subsystem, not the orientation. In the case of an isolated dipole, a

way of choosing the orientation is discussed in ref. [9]. If e.g. a W decays

into two quarks which then radiate a gluon, it is shown that the correct

orientation of the event is obtained by defining a probability for one of the
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quarks to take the entire recoil while the other quark retains its direction.

This way of giving recoils is included as an option in the program (see KAR(3)

below), but in this case the agreement with e e data is not quite

satisfactory. One feature is that we get too few events with low sphericity,

which sight indicate that the string gets too crumpled, in the case of e.g. a

gg-dipole the colour charges are connected to other dipoles, and this

correction could very well prevent the gluons from taking large recoils.

Instead, we choose to orientate the system by minimizing p2 + Pmj- In this

way that the emission of a gluon causes a minimal disturbance in the shape oC

the string [6].

The subsystem of three partons is then rotated through a random azimuthal

angle and transformed back to the original frame. As mentioned in the

introduction this automatically takes into account angular ordering (fig. 4)

and ordering in transverse momenta, both of which are required for a coherent

cascade [3J. In this way the program continues until no dipole has larger mass

than the cut-off. We have checked that the results are fairly insensitive to

the value of the cut-off, as long as it is kept sufficiently small and string

fragmentation is used. Since string fragmentation is infrared stable, the

addition of soft gluons does not alter the shape of the string. In fig. S we

show what happens with the shape of a typical event at the parton level when

the cut-off is varied.

In the present version of the program the production of quark-antiquark pairs

is not included. This is of little importance, however, as long as one does

not look for special phenomena, like the production of heavy quarks. We have,

using the cascade program of ref. [7], checked that the changes are rather

small when the production of quark-antiquark pairs is switched off.

IV. Mow to use the program.

SUBROUTINE AREEVT(ECN.NK)

COMKM /LUDAT1/ NST< 40) .PAR(80)

COtWON /LÖJETS/ N,Kv2000,2),F(2003,5)

COtMON /CLUB/ KAR(10),VAR(10)

This routine generates one complete e e event. NK is the number of lines

already filled and is normally 0. The parton momenta, masses and flavour codes

are then stored in the common block LUJETS. For further information about

these, see [7].
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If the user vantes to specify his one configuration, he may call ARIADNE

directly.

SUBROUTINE ARIADNB<IFTa ,IFL2 ,NK)

COMMON /LUJETS/ N,K(2000,2),P(2000,5)

COMMON /CLUE/ KAB(10),VAR(10)

IFL1 and IFL2 are the flavour codes [7] for the quarks (diquarks) at the ends

of the string. Here the user must store the momenta in the common block

LUJETS: P(I,l-5) where I runs over the number of initial partons, and set N to

the number of lines filled, i.e. NK + number of initial partons.

Parameters in the common block CLUE

COMMON /CLUE/ KAH(10),VAB(10)

KAR(l) (Default=3) Gives alpha-strong

.3,
(33-2nf)ln( p

2 / A2 )

.4. a - 1 2 w

3 <33-2n£)ln(<p
2+ A 2 ) / A2 )

=5: constant a = VAB(4)

Note: K.\R(1) = 4 is in the present version rather time-consuming,

but seems to give the same results as KAB(1)=3.

KAR(2) Not used at present.

KAR(3) (Default-2) Way to orientate the 3-parton subsystem.

=1: Orientates so that PT]+ P-, is minimized

=2: Orientates so that particle 1 (3) retains its original

direction (along z-axisj with relative probability x. (x ).

See Kleiss [9].

%^ _
KAR(4) (Default=5) Number of quark flavours allowed in e e .

KAR(5) (Default=l)

0: Massless quarks

1: Quark masses as given by the data in JETSET.

Note: For massive quarks we use the distributions (2), only with

the substitutions
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m* - "jl

This aeans that we still have poles in the cross sections. The phase

space aay now become very small for small dipole masses, so as a safety

margin we multiply the quark masses with the parameter VARp) when

comparing the dipoles with the cut-off.

XAR(6-10) Not used at present.

VAR(l) (Default=2 GeV) Cut-off in dipole mass.

VAR(2) (Defaults.IS GeV) Value of A in as for KAR(1)=3 or 4

VAR(3) (Defaults.5) See KAR(S).

VAR(4) (Defaults.2) Value of as for KAR<1)=5.

VAR(5-IO) Not used at present.

When fragmeting the system with JETSET, the user should use the following

fragmentation parameters:

PAB(12)-0.35

PAR(31)=0.4

PAH(32)=1.3

Example of an output (before framentation) obtained with the JETSET

toutine LUuIST(l)

EVENT LISTING

I QRI PART/JET PX P¥ PZ E M

1

2

J

4

5

6

7

8

9

10

11

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

SUM:

U

G

G

G

G

G

G

G

G

G

UA

JET

JET

JET

JET

JET

JET

JET

JE7

JET

JET

JET

.000

l.esa
-.682

-1.641

-1.183

.293

-.002

.257

.544

.552

.245

-.040

.000

.664

-.075

-.895

-1.165

.008

.328

.816

.532

.123

-.919

.585

.000

29.990

10.398

5.816

2.137

.764

-.100

-1.511

-1.011

-3.517

-25.946

-17.011

.000

30.044

10.421

6.109

2.706

.819

.343

1.737

1.272

3.562

25.964

17.024

100.000

.325

.000

.000

.000

.000

.000

.000

.uoo

.000

.000

.325

100.000
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Figure captions.

l.In the Lund nodel a colour field (in e.g. an e e annihilation event)

behaves like a string stretched fro» a quark via the gluons to an

antiquark. The field corresponds to a set of dipoles stretched between the

gluons. The field can be specified either in terms of the gluons or in

teras of dipoles.

2.Feynman diagrams relevant for gluon emission from a qq- (fig- a)* qg-

(fig. b) and gg-dipole (fig. c).

3.A br gluon is split into a gr and a bg gluon with momentum zP and (l-z)P

respectively. Small values of z correspond to emission from the rr qg-

dipole and small values of (1-z) to emission from the bb gg-dipole.

4.Ratios cf consecutive opening angles. The angle between the momentum

vector of the emitted gluon and the sum of the momenta for the parent

gluons is compared to the opening angle of the two parent gluons. The

requirement that this ratio is less than one means that the transverse

wavelength of the emitted gluon shall be so small that it can resolve the

colour charges of the parent gluons. Note that there is a tail for larger

angles because the sharp cut-off is only obtained by averaging over the

azimuthal angles [3].

5.The directrix (the momentum vectors of the partons ordered according to

their colours '0]) projected on the px-pz plane for a typical e e

annihilation evei The same event is shown with different values of the

cut-off; with one emitted gluon (full line), three gluons (dash-dotted

line) and eight gluons (dished line). The shape of the directrix is fairly

stable against changes in the cut-off parameter.
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